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	At the end of the twentieth century, intellectual property rights collided with everyday life. Expansive copyright laws and digital rights management technologies sought to shut down new forms of copying and remixing made possible by the Internet. International laws expanding patent rights threatened the lives of millions of people around the world living with HIV/AIDS by limiting their access to cheap generic medicines. For decades, governments have tightened the grip of intellectual property law at the bidding of information industries; but recently, groups have emerged around the world to challenge this wave of enclosure with a new counter-politics of "access to knowledge" or "A2K." They include software programmers who took to the streets to defeat software patents in Europe, AIDS activists who forced multinational pharmaceutical companies to permit copies of their medicines to be sold in poor countries, subsistence farmers defending their rights to food security or access to agricultural biotechnology, and college students who created a new "free culture" movement to defend the digital commons. Access to Knowledge in the Age of Intellectual Property maps this emerging field of activism as a series of historical moments, strategies, and concepts. It gathers some of the most important thinkers and advocates in the field to make the stakes and strategies at play in this new domain visible and the terms of intellectual property law intelligible in their political implications around the world. A Creative Commons edition of this work will be freely available online.
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Beginning App Development with Parse and PhoneGapApress, 2015

	Beginning App Development with Parse and PhoneGap teaches you how to start app development with Parse and PhoneGap: free and open source software. Using the building block languages of the web--HTML, JavaScript, and CSS--you’ll be on your way to creating a fully working product with minimal effort as fast as possible. With over...
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Graphics Tools---The jgt Editors' ChoiceCRC Press, 2005

	Computer Graphics professionals can now find in one volume a collection of 32 "gems" chosen by the editors of the journal of graphics tools, one of the leading publications in the field. These selected papers provide practical ideas and techniques that solve real problems in the areas of - Math & Programming Techniques...
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Plan Your Financial Future: A Comprehensive Guidebook to Growing Your Net WorthApress, 2018

	
		Get your financial life in order. This comprehensive and objective guidebook will help you grow your net worth on a steady and increasing basis, regardless of your income level.

	This new and expanded edition covers changes and strategies to maximize financial benefits and planning resulting from the recent tax legislation,...
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100 Great Marketing Ideas (100 Great Ideas)Marshall Cavendish Limited, 2010


	IF YOU PICKED this book up, you are probably looking for some

	new ideas. You might be a marketer yourself, you might be an

	entrepreneur or small business person, or you might just want to be

	able to drop in a few good ideas at the next meeting. This book will

	help with any of those aims.





	Marketing is, above...
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Silicone Elastomers (Rapra Review Reports)Smithers Rapra Technology, 2002

	Silicone elastomers are important materials for many application areas such as automotive, electric and electronics, domestic appliances and medical. They are increasingly being used to substitute for organic rubbers, because of their advantageous properties.


	This is a very comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art in silicone...
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Oracle PL/SQL Language Pocket Reference, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
The new edition of this must-have pocket guide boils down the most vital information from Oracle PL/SQL Programming, the bestseller that many consider "the Bible" for PL/SQL development. This concise booklet summarizes features available in Oracle's powerful new product-- Oracle9i-- and provides essential...
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